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OUR MISSION is to make the world more open and connected.

1.49B 
active users every 

month

1.31B 
of these are 
mobile

83.1% 
are outside the US 

and Canada



PRIVACY IS FUNDAMENTAL to building products that  
connect people and is core to everything we do at Facebook.

Trust



COMMUNICATION IS FUNDAMENTAL TO PRIVACY to  
provide people with choice and empower them to share



Communicating Privacy



• Privacy is quite an abstract concept; many people 
have many ideas about what it is supposed to be! 

• Privacy is highly individual and peoples' 
approaches are subjective. 

• Privacy is an emotional subject for many people. 

Challenges

OUR COMMUNICATION MUST CONSIDER THESE ISSUES to 
provide people with choice and empower them to share



People First



Granular Permissions with 
Facebook Login



In-line communication
Communicating information right when and where a user 
expects and needs it.



Ad Preferences





Activity Log



View as...



Download Your Information



The necessity for ad-hoc 
communications 



Case study:  
The Privacy Checkup



Choice and control 
• People who use Facebook want control over what 

they share, so we build our products to give them 
exactly that. We're focused on helping people 
understand how to use the tools we've created so 
they can make informed decisions and control their 
experience. 

• Nearly 9 in 10 people (86%) who start the Privacy 
Checkup finish all three steps.



GOAL: Alert people during the 
generation of a particular post 
to make sure they’re sharing 
with just who they want.

Post check-up





GOAL: Help people check 
some key privacy settings to 
make sure they’re sharing with 
just who they want.

Settings check-up











Question: how to embed good 
privacy communications into 

your products?



Answer:  

Early & systematically !





Questions? 

Talk to us!




